
IT departments experienced serious whiplash in 
2020 as COVID-19 mandates sent many in-office 
workers to their home offices with little to no notice.
And although many of these suddenly remote employees are now returning to the office, 

that doesn’t mean remote working is in the rear-view mirror. According to a recent survey, 

by 2025, hiring managers expect more than one-third of their teams to be working fully 

or partially remotely in hybrid workplaces.1

For IT, that means the focus needs to be on supporting an optimal end user experience no matter where the 
end user might be — in the office, at home or on the road. To do so, IT will need to answer critical questions 
about how to improve the way users work remotely while still effectively managing and protecting endpoints. 
Let’s take a look at five of those questions here.
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How can we deliver the best mobile 
experience to our remote workers? 
While user experience isn’t the only thing IT needs to worry about, it’s certainly one  
of the most important. If users don’t have a device that allows them to be as productive 
as possible wherever they are, it will lead to massive frustration and a slowdown in 
work, impacting the organization’s bottom line. When considering the needs of the 
hybrid workplace, mobility has to be at the top of your list. 

That means that more employees will need laptops optimized for the mobile 
experience, with a long battery life and fast recharge times so people can get work 
done without worrying about where to find a plug. At the same time, these laptops 
must provide the performance capabilities that might be more commonly associated 
with a more powerful desktop. 

From the moment users dive into work, laptops designed on the Intel® Evo™ vPro® 
platform help eliminate technology micro-frustrations that might otherwise derail 
the typical workday. These devices wake in less than a second and offer lightning-
fast responsiveness and category-leading performance on the most important 
business productivity apps. Your team will enjoy smooth multitasking, even while 
videoconferencing or with large downloads and uploads running in the background.

What is the best technology for 
collaboration in a hybrid workplace? 
Just because a hybrid workplace includes the office, it doesn’t mean you should focus all 
your collaboration efforts on the conference room. Employees will also be working remotely.  
In addition to emails and documents, they’ll need to connect to colleagues through 
audio and video conferencing platforms and collaborate through cloud applications. 

As a result, the decisions you make about technology for the hybrid workplace should 
be the same decisions you would make for a fully remote workplace. Such alignment 
will ensure you deliver the best collaboration experience regardless of where people 
choose to work on a particular day. 

Laptops designed on the latest Intel Evo vPro platform empower your employees  
to do their best work by delivering the technology they need to collaborate from 
anywhere. For example, Intel® Wi-Fi 6/6E (Gig+) provides best-in-class Wi-Fi 
technology2, enabling up to 2.8x faster speeds3 and 75% lower latency than standard 
Wi-Fi 5 products.4 And our cutting-edge architecture enables advanced graphics,  
high performance and AI acceleration.



How do we address the “black hole”  
of the remote work location? 
When employees are at the office, there’s a lot you can do to track network packets 
from access point to access point, ensuring network and device security. However, 
when employees take their devices home, you lose that level of connectivity and 
visibility, hampering IT’s ability to see what is happening to conduct advanced testing 
and monitoring. 

This “black hole” puts IT at a disadvantage when employees need technical support. 
With the remote management capabilities of the Intel Evo vPro platform, IT can 
manage and repair PCs from virtually anywhere with an internet connection — 
including over Wi-Fi and even if the OS isn’t working.5

How do we manage our endpoint device 
fleet when users are out of the office? 
With hybrid workplaces, IT no longer has the luxury of going to an employee’s desk 
when a computer needs support or requires patching. While some employees might be 
able to bring their laptops into the office for support, other employees may be 100% 
remote, living in another state or country. Helpdesk support may also be in another 
location. Shipping laptops back and forth for repairs and sending technicians out to 
the field for emergencies can quickly increase costs while reducing productivity.

Laptops on the Intel Evo vPro platform allow IT to easily manage the entire fleet of 
employee devices. With features like automated software patching during off-hours, 
your team’s devices will stay up to date and as secure as possible without installations 
interrupting their day.



How can we proactively protect our 
fleet from cybersecurity threats no 
matter where users are working? 
Cybersecurity is one of the top issues facing IT today. While there is a lot you can do 
to protect your network, data center and cloud, it can be difficult to secure endpoints, 
especially in a hybrid environment. Without the protection of the corporate network, 
employees working at home are at higher risk for attacks that can not only steal data 
from the endpoint but also create an opening into the rest of your network. 

When it comes to device and data security, organizations need peace of mind so they 
can focus on what matters. Right out of the box, laptops on the Intel Evo vPro platform 
offer the world’s most comprehensive hardware-based security for a business laptop,6 
including active endpoint security that helps protect your users, network and data.

Empower Employees to Do  
Their Best Work from Anywhere
Driven professionals equipped with the right tools can accomplish 

great work. Laptops with the Intel Evo vPro platform are designed 

to maximize your team’s productivity and eliminate frustrations 

that deter their focus. Advanced technologies and sleek, ultra-

mobile designs allow professionals to work how they want and 

to be productive in more places, while hardware-based security 

features and remote support capabilities allow employees to stay 

on task no matter where their work takes them. 



Learn more about the 
Intel Evo vPro platform.

Intel technologies may require enabled hardware, software or service activation.

Performance varies by use, configuration and other factors. Learn more at Intel.com/PerformanceIndex.

Performance results are based on testing as of dates shown in configurations and may not reflect all publicly available updates.

No product or component can be absolutely secure.

Your costs and results may vary. 
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